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introduction to real politics. A whole generation was united
iii a common experience of an extraordinary nature. After-
wards the mass of ex-servicemen everywhere felt that they
were on the threshold of a new life. They revolved vague,
half-formulated ideas which led them to seek contact with
each other and to feel conscious of the need to fight for their
common salvation. As was to be expected after the shock
and the bloodshed, their reactions were not always normal.
But there was a real feeling that c we must not be taken in
again ', a feeling which ought to have been directed towards
definite ends. Instead all that was noble and potentially
humane in this emotional upheaval remained inarticulate,
ignored, until finally it was exploited only to rescue from the
past what had better been left there.
The socialist movement failed to realize how the war
had thrown the great unorganized masses into the fore-
ground. A movement on such a scale was beyond the old
syndicate or party standard. The soldier back from the
front found a society at once too unstable and too orderly
for his liking. The revolution itself was too orderly—party
card, syndicate subscription, membership of the co-operative,
difficulties he could not get over, faced as he was by mistrust
or tolerance, both equally insufferable. The Italian socialist
leaders could no more understand the ex-servicemen of 1919-
1920 than the German syndicates understood the unem-
ployed of 1929-1932, Even Turati, so humane and so
enlightened, felt that his chicks had turned into birds of
prey. His socialism was a matter of conscience and educa-
tion. In this he was right, but the time had come for the
pedagogues, however noble, to give way to the prophets and
missionaries. The sheltered flock in the party and the
syndicates ought to have been neglected a little in favour
of the lost sheep wandering in their thousands over waste
land, so that they too could be saved.
Owing to the immense success of their co-operatives,
Chambers of Labour, and town councils, the socialists of
the Po valley believed they were simply going to absorb the
old regime. Every day new institutions were growing up
which to some extent foreshowed a society freed from the
obsession of profit. But in legitimate pride in the results

